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New York, NY - January 23, 2012 â€“ NYCeSmoke, a leader in the sale of electronic cigarettes and
electronic vapor kits, is offering their electronic cigarettes and vapor kits at a discounted rate from
now through February. NYC eSmokeâ€™s electronic cigarettes and vapor kits are always sold to
consumers without hidden costs or free trails, but this extra step of a discount will allow consumers
who are looking to kick the habit of smoking in 2012 an alternative to the more expensive options
available. Here are some of the benefits of Electronic Vapor Kits from NYCeSmoke are:

â€¢         No tar, carbon monoxide, or ash. Including other cancer causing carcinogens

â€¢         Each cartridge is equivalent to a full pack.

â€¢         You can save well over $1,000 each year whether you on the east coast our on the west
coast or somewhere in between.

â€¢         You won't "smell" like an ashtray any longer.

â€¢         Cartridges come in different strengths and flavors.

â€¢         Recommended by many doctors and dentists.

â€¢         Does not yellow or stain your teeth.

â€¢         Looks, tastes, and feel just like the real thing

There is more good news for people who have thought about quitting with the help of these ultimate
vapor devices. The United Health Organization concluded that "In the short time that e-vapor kits
have become popular, the actual number of people who were able to quit has risen by well over
300%. No other methodology in the past has proven so successful in such a short period of time."
Even for people who just want to continue smoking without all the other harmful chemicals such as
tar , carbon monoxide and other cancer causing carcinogens and just want the benefit of having
your vapor provide your nicotine .

There has also been a lot of buzz over the TV and Internet over this amazing new product. Four
very well-known doctors from the popular TV show "The Doctors", a US syndicated TV show, have
shared great insight with us on this same topic, and it was featured as one of their top 10 key health
trends for 2010 and well into the future.

Many big name celebrities have also turned to electronic vapor kits from NYCeSmoke as an
effective way to quit. Some just use it because they can get away with it indoors, just like Charlie
Sheen did during a live show in Canada. Sheen loved the product so much that he has started his
own brand which will be available later on this year called 'NicoSheen.' Other celebrities who are
avid fans include Leonardo DiCaprio, Johnny Depp, Lindsay Lohan, Paris Hilton, and Katherine
Heigl who showed off her vapor kit live on the Late Show with David Letterman on national
television.

Thousands of people around the world have quit using these electronic vaporizers, and with
constant advances in technology this new 2 piece advanced model is by far the best product
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available on today's market to give you the best chance to quit. It offers the most vapor volume per
puff taken as well as longer lasting cartridges, a longer battery life, and the same look and feel as
the real thing. This is the main reason why so many people are able to make the switch, and quit for
good. The company behind this product is currently offering a limited time free trial promotion of
their revolutionary new starter kit. Again this was the particular brand which was used for the study
mentioned above.

According to NYC eSmoke Director, P. Vincent Robinson , â€œNYC eSmoke stands out in the
electronic cigarette market because they offer the same great products without all the exorbitant
cost.â€• NYC eSmoke is currently offering their Ultimate Kit, one of the finest electronic cigarette
available on the market today of this size. â€œThe Ultimate Kit produces a great amount of vapor, which
is why it is so popular in the electronic cigarette market,â€• says Robinson. It also has a great flavor
and excellent throat hit. The battery life on the Ultimate Kit is also one of the longest lasting on the
market, with two 300/ 4.2 volt batteries which can each withstand 5 to 6 hours of smoking at
minimum. â€œThe incredible battery life coupled with excellent vapor production, first-rate flavor delivery
and throat hit â€“ makes for the best vaping machine in this size in the world,â€• states Robinson.

The new and improved Ultimate Models are on sale until February 29, 2012 by using special code
newuser2012 at check out at www.NYCeSmoke.com. NYC eSmoke offers free shipping nationally
on all of their kit products and a flat rate internationally. Additionally, there is a 30-day money back
guarantee for each order including a *life time warranty on all their endorsed kits now thatâ€™s
incredible , weâ€™ll be watching out for this company in the near future and we can only expect great
things. As we have not seen before a statement quite like this nor a company that can back it up.
Were excited to see how NYC eSmoke will evolve from here.

NYC eSmoke offers some of the lowest prices on electronic cigarettes and electronic vapor kits.
Visit www.NYCeSmoke.com for more information on their full line of products or call 1-866-966-
8577 toll free.
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